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***Role:

Escalate any issues in advance of them becoming a major problem

Assist the engagement manager to ascertain the technical scope of the engagement for comp
ex systems.

Understand in depth working of the systems from performance perspective so it can be tuned.

Based on the technology in question ensure the correct and extensive monitors are set up to 
apture all aspects of performance.

Ensure Performance Analysts understand the importance of the monitors and guide how to a
alyze results.

In depth analysis of the various technology e.g. DB tuning, WAS tuning, network tuning, EAI t
ning, Web Server,

Based on the results recommend changes to the code/Non Functional Requirement’s infrast
ucture/configuration, set up to improve the performance and provide the most optimum solu
ion.

Responsible for technical guidance and technical strategy for the engagements and to triage 
he technical issues with developers

Present the technical optimization to the technical stakeholders to ensure the project team u
derstands the value and impact of the proposed changes.

Attend technical meetings with engagement manager to ensure the team is aware of the pro
ress on outstanding optimization items.

Assist engagement manager to write the technical report with clearly stating the impact and 
utcome of the tuning exercise

Maintain the engineers’ knowledge so these can be shared with other performance enginee
s.

Be ahead of the technology so the new products/technologies can be PoC'd for acceptance w
thin the bank with performance perspective. e.g. Exadata

Critical intervention for performance problems with production outages and major issues

Perform training and mentoring for junior testers and engineers

Lead and Contribute to service improvement initiatives

Skills:

Excellent Communication skills, Excellent English language skills, Methodical in approach
to work. Need to be able to work using own initiative, Excellent Microsoft Office skills, G
od meeting management ability and influencing skills. Able to work on own initiative.

Unix, Windows, Databases (SQL and Oracle) - excellent technical skills and knowledge. E
cellent testing tools knowledge e.g. Quality Centre, performance testing tools e.g. loadr
nner.

Good understanding of architecture and new technologies

Ability to follow a standard process but also identify where improvements can be made*

简历发送至henry.zhang@talent2.com or call me 13570061005 Henry
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